
MEMBERS AND FRIENDS OF THE 

 COMMUNITY CHURCH OF BOULDER JUNCTION 

 
 

There have been many examples of answered prayers in our church.  We have a prayer chain to assist us in 

getting the message out to our members and friends about those requesting or needing prayer. 

 

Presently an updating process is being done and it is necessary to know if you are interested in being a part 

of the prayer chain family. To keep the true meaning of the prayer chain going each of us needs to be 

committed to it fully.  This will take a little bit of your time, committed time to help someone with a need 

for prayer. 

 

It is simple to be a part of this experience – here’s how it works.  The names with phone numbers are in two 

columns. 

1- The first name on the list receives a prayer request, writes it down exactly as it is given and 

repeats it back to requestor for accuracy. 

2- Then promptly calls the next person down on the prayer chain list and then the name to the 

right (with the design of the chain used here each person either calls two additional people or 

none; left column calls down and to right;  the right column doesn’t make calls.) If you get no 

answer or should get an answering machine leave the prayer request then call the next person 

down in the left column; continue to call until you reach someone that will forward the prayer 

request. Then contact the names in the right column who were the responsibility of the names 

that did not answer. Pass on the exact information given without distortion, elaboration or 

speculation.   

3- Immediately after making calls, pray concerning request. Pray God’s will; pray fervently.  

(James 5: 16b)  You can be an instrument that moves the hand of God. 

 

We need to know if you would like to be added to the chain.  If you are already on the chain, we also 

need to know whether or not you want to continue to be included in this important part of our 

Christian commitment.  Please complete and return the lower portion of this notice by mail, drop it off at 

the church office or respond on the church website www.commchbj.org.  Don’t hesitate to call the Pastor or 

an Elder if you have any questions or suggestions. If you are away from the Boulder Junction area for some 

length of time, but would still like to be a part of the Prayer Chain when you are in the area, be sure to 

return the slip; simply indicate on slip when you will be here. You will need to contact the person who is to 

call you, when you are here and when you leave again.  Likewise any member of the chain who will be 

away for a length of time should notify the person who calls them. 

  

Anyone desiring prayer may make their request known to Pastor Tim Hawkinson, the church office 

(715)385-2146, Marylyne Haag (715)385-2156 or Marion Swanson (715)385-2394. 

 

 

 

I want to be a part of the Prayer Chain:         Yes____  No_____ 

 

Name:________________________________________________________ 

 

My phone number/s:     Day_____________________  Evening____________________ 

 

I would be willing to call others (rather than be on the end of the chain):  Yes_____  No_____  

http://www.commchbj.org/

